DIRECTOR’S AWARD
David Turner of Kanawha County

LEADERSHIP AWARD
Logan Helmandollar of Wyoming County

PHYSICAL TRAINING AWARD
Charles Canada of Berkeley County

OVERALL MOST IMPROVED ACADEMIC MOST IMPROVED PT MOST IMPROVED DISTINCTION AWARD
Elizabeth Ball Brett Coe Dakota Armstrong Logan Helmandollar

LEVEL ONE PT
Malachi Adkins Charles Canada Brandon Johnson David Turner

HIGHEST ACADEMIC POINTS
Brett Jacobs

LEADERSHIP APPOINTMENTS

Corps Commander:
David Turner

Assistant Corps Commander:
Logan Helmandollar

Platoon Leaders:
Michelle Brown
Jackson Greaser
Brandon Johnson
Tristan Proctor
Ryan Rowley
Sullivan Wilson

Assistant Platoon Leaders:
Charles Canada
Taja Everett
Ethan Hamm
Johnathan Landers
Alexander Rector
Braxton Westmoreland

INSTRUCTORS LIST
Elizabeth Ball Johnathon Landers
Nathaniel Brogan Collin Long
Michelle Brown Benjamin McQuaid
Ryan Caless Michael Mossor
Charles Canada Hayden Neace
Dakota Eagle Tristan Proctor
Taja Everett Ryan Rowley
Ethan Hamm Joshua See
Andrew Hefner Matthew Slack
Logan Helmandollar David Turner
Aidan Hopkins Emilee Ward
Brett Jacobs Isabella Yankie
Anthony Johnson

S2C AWARD
Malachi Adkins
Dakota Armstrong
Alexandra Dreyer
Daisy Harper
Nathaniel Hylton
Brandon Johnson
Chase Kilmer
Jeremiah Kubin

Christopher Lovell
Benjamin McQuaid
Josiah Ross
Joshua See
Freya Senopole
Nolin Swartzel
David Turner
Sullivan Wilson
MENTORSHIP AWARD

Brician Beaton  Jackson Greaser  Aidan Hopkins  Issac Meador
Charles Canada  Zackary Hadley  Kyle Hughart  Barry Peggs
Brett Coe  Devan Hagerman  Mack Hurley  Mackenzie Reaser  Tyler Wood
Jovy Doty  Tanner Hart  Ronald Jackson  Randy Rose  Isabella Yankie
Dakota Eagle  Kathryn Hoffer  Lucas Keith  Hunter Shoemaker
Nicholas Fink  Jacob Hoke  Levi Larue  Hunter Thornton
Deven Gould  Logan Holland  Christopher Lovell  Emilee Ward

What Is Required of a Mentor?

- Commits to spending a minimum of 4 hours face-to-face time with the Cadet per month for the 12 months post-graduation.
- Attends a four hour Mentor Orientation/Training at Camp Dawson to learn how to effectively relate to Cadets, to become familiar with program policies and guidelines and to become acquainted with the RPM Assistant and other Mentors in his/her area.
- Must be a minimum of 25 years of age.
- Must be of the same gender as the Cadet.
- Must not live in the same household nor be an immediate relative of the Cadet. Grandparents, Aunts and Uncles are permitted provided they do not reside in the same household.
- Assists the Cadet with the implementation of the life plan that he/she develops in the residential phase.
- Observes all Program policies and guidelines for Mentors.
- Refers the Cadet to community resources as needed and helps the Cadet obtain those resources.
- Submits to a background check.
- Submits a monthly report form to the RPM Assistant informing them of contact dates and times, placement activities and any problems or needs with the Cadet or problems with the Mentor/Mentee relationship.

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

09/19  3rd Grading Period Ends
09/27  PR 3 Awards Ceremony
10/02  Career Day

REMINDERS

✓ Write your Cadet regularly. Mail is extremely important
✓ Career Exploration classes have started. Most of these are taught weekday evenings and may affect your Cadet’s assigned phone call night. Please be patient with us as we adjust phone call rosters. Your Cadet will still receive a phone call each week but the time or day may vary.

RESPONSIBILITY RIBBON

All Cadets who completed the Second Progress Report received the Responsibility Ribbon. The green ribbon represents the need to do what you are supposed to do and be where you are supposed to be. Plan ahead, persevere and keep on trying! Always do your best. Use self-control, be self-disciplined, think before you act and consider the consequences. Be accountable for your words, actions, and attitudes. Set a good example for others. The Golden Rule illustrates the pillar of respect, “do unto others as you would have them do unto you.”